Who we are

Baretti Mefe is a worldwide supplier of Mass Transfer Components (MTC) and Marine Loading Arms (MLA) for the Oil & Gas Industry. Baretti MTC, installed inside distillation columns, deliver products in quantities and qualities as specified. Baretti MLA transfer fluids from shore to ship, and vice versa following ship motion. Baretti is ISO 9001 certified and approved supplier of Contractors and End-Users worldwide.

Product description

Mass Transfer Components

Baretti supplies a full range of mass transfer components:
- conventional trays,
- high performance trays,
- random packing,
- structured packing, and
- all relevant ancillaries.

Marine Loading Arms

Baretti supplies hydraulic marine loading arms and recently introduced (patent pending) an innovative arm fully operated with electrical motors.

Contacts

MTC Domestic Market – Massimo Beretta – massimo.beretta@baretti.it
MTC International Market – Rakesh R. Jena – rakesh.jena@baretti.it
Marine Loading Arms – Fabio De Luca – fabio.deluca@baretti.it